Hello everyone! With about two weeks until full band camps starts with everyone (and guard and percussion
starting next week), I wanted to give you some info on some items that you’ll need to purchase, and should bring
with you each day to band camp. I recently took a trip to wal-mart to take pictures and price checks for you so you
can be certain of what it is that is expected of you. I would highly encourage NOT waiting until the day before camp
to purchase these items,
1.

Water Jug. The singular most important thing you can do to stay healthy is to drink lots and lots of water.
(and begin this now.. don’t all of the sudden try to do it when we START.. you need to be hydrated
BEFORE we start) This is good general health even when you are not out in the hot sun, but our bodies can
very quickly begin to break down when we do not keep ourselves hydrated. EVERY Student in the Charger
Pride needs to have a water jug with your name on it. You should fill it up every morning with cool –
NOT FREEZING COLD water. If you already have a water jug, you do not need to go out and buy a brand
new one – but if you do, you can find them at Wal-mart. At LEAST a ½ gallon size is recommended. (the
yheprice shown below is a few years old… they’re probably a little more now.)

2.

3.
.
2. Drill Book: This is something that all brass, woodwind, Battery, and color guard will need. It’s a 3X5 spiral
bound note card booklet. In recent years, THESE exact booklets have become difficult to find… If you can’t find
this EXACT one.. don’t sweat it. Try to find something similar. IF worse comes to worse, you can make your own
with Note cards, a whole punch, and a binding of some kind.
Students are expected to have this with them in EVERY REHEASAL (indoor, outdoors, and in class). When
completed, this will contain all information related to drill and music. Students will be cut out portions of music,
portions of the drill page, and write pertinent information on each page of this book (front and back page). We’ll go
through how to put this together during camp. You should also plan to get a shoelace or some heavy duty string to
thread through the spirals and be able to keep over your shoulder so you can have it with you at all times. THIS IS
AS IMPORTANT IN EACH REHEARSAL AS YOUR Equipment.
THE EXPECTATION for EVERY student on what goes in the drillbook… Whatever we learn on a given day… the
drill and corresponding music/information learned on that day should be COMPLETED and added for the next day.
So, if on a Wednesday, we learn pages 12-17, then all information (music, drill, equipment notes, etc) needs to be in
it the next day.. Thursday. If learned on Monday – it should be in the following Tuesday.. etc.
Yes… there are phone apps that do the same thing, and we are aware of them. However, at this time, we are not
allowing drillbook apps on phones... phones should NEVER be out in rehearsal by ANY student for ANY
REASON unless specifically given by Mr. Hassell or Mr. Fraxier).

3. Binder w/sheet protectors: ALL brass, woodwind, battery, and pit members need one. You will be putting
copies of your music in here. ALL students are responsible to make sure that they have music available at every
rehearsal – no excuses or exceptions. Students will need to have TWO COPIES of each of the show music, plus one
copy of the star spangled banner, the Carroll school song, and our opposing school’s school songs for football
games. (all of which will be on CHARMS).

The reason you will need TWO copies of the show music is that in addition to having copies in your binder, you will
also need to literally cut up the other music and will be taping phrases of music into your drill book. So, for example
– on a given page in your drill book, you will cut out the portion of the drill page that has YOUR drill on it, and tape
it into the book. You will then cut out the measures in the music that go with that drill page and put it on the same
page. You will also write in other pertinent information (counts, body work, holds, etc).
But – for the binder and sheet protectors, you’ll be inserting copies of the music mentioned above.
4. Comfortable clothes and shoes. It’s summer in Indiana, so it could be anything from cold and rainy to hot and
sweltering – last year in band camp, we experienced all of these things. You have to watch the weather to know how
to plan for it, but some guidelines:


Athletic Shoes: Everyone needs athletic shoes (yes even pit) – because we’ll all be involved in moving
from place to place. Shoes are to be worn AT ALL TIMES. You don’t need $200 brand new state of the art
cross-trainers, but you do need to have quality athletic shoes as you will be on your feet between 4 and 8
hours each day.



Shorts: : Because we are outside in the summer, we recognize that we need to keep ourselves comfortable
and be reasonable with that comfort. There is a fine line, however, between comfort and poor taste. With
regard to the length of shorts – it is common for shorts to be exceptionally short these days. However,
students are expected to wear shorts that are in good taste, and – in particular don’t allow “cheeks” to be
“hanging out”. If students have shorts like this, they will be asked to change. PLEASE no jeans And no
Jean-shorts – as these are somewhat restrictive to your movement.



Sunscreen: EVERYONE needs to wear Sunscreen. Period. Over the past 18 years, I have experienced
that the most common “band camp illnesses” are related to heat exhaustion where students have not kept
hydrated and they have not worn sunscreen.



Bug Spray: Bring it. ‘nuff said.



DCT – “Daily Conditioning Treatment” – This is more for the brass and woodwinds. It’s not something
you NEED, but I would recommend it to keep your lips from getting sunburned. There are other ointments
out there, such as Carmex – but Carmex contains Camphor, which can be restrictive to your blood vessels
in your lips, causing them to not respond as much as needed when we are playing. DCT can be found at
any pharmacy for about $2.49.



Color Guard: You should bring with you a role of white and black electrical tape for quick equipment
fixes on the field. Weapons will need gloves (weapon gloves), and a small phillps and flat head screw
driver for quick repairs to your weapons as needed on the field. You will also need a fanny-pack, glue,
scissors, tape, hair ties/headband and a towel for stretching.

ATTENDANCE: This is something that can become a problem if not addressed. EVERYONE’s Attendance is
EXPECTED EVERY DAY. We try to be understanding about “life happening”… but to be frank, there have

been more and more absences “popping up” in the last couple of years… and it simply needs to be
addressed and corrected.
We have a poster hanging in the band room that says something like “What would the band be able to
achieve if everyone was doing what YOU were doing?” Another way to look at it is… if YOU were the
model of excellence for the band, how good would we be? If you’re trying to answer that question, and
you’re not AT rehearsal… Well, we wouldn’t be able to do much.
Parents – please understand… Mr. frazier and I DO understand family plans…. We are parents.. we get
that. However, one of the reasons we provide the band calendar (not just for the summer and fall), but
for the entire year (and it was published MONTHS AGO) , is so plans can be made and we have no
conflicts. Last year, of ALL the rehearsal time we had… we had ONLY ONE PRACTICE where EVERY
student was there… (and it wasn’t even for the entire time)… and it was the day of State finals. It is VERY
Difficult for the staff do do it’s job teaching the entire group when we have holes due to absences… and
it’s difficult for kids to learn to be consistent (especially visually) when there are absences.
We’re trying to be accommodating to everyone. But in recent years, the absences have increased, and we
are to the point where we need to address it, and if things don’t improve, we may need to reconsider the
flexibility we’ve been having. Please, help us help everyone…
We will send out another round of emails on addressing communication once we are closer to the start of
rehearsals

